SMART TRANSPORTATION FORUM

CONNECTED-TO-EVERYTHING AUTOMATED MOBILITY

13 NOV 2019 | ICM MUNICH, ROOM 14C

SEMI GAAC (Global Automotive Advisory Council)

SMART Transportation Forum is the premier platform for key stakeholders along the automotive value chain, from Design, Semiconductor Equipment & Materials Suppliers to Automotive OEMs. Connect with the companies that drive technology innovation in the automotive sector. Gain insights from experts on future trends and the roadmap to 2030 and innovations in imaging, sensing, AI, smart manufacturing, and L5 mobility.

Led by the Global Automotive Advisory Council, the Forum will feature keynote presentations on pressing topics surrounding autonomous driving and smart transportation.

CONTACT: Roberto Dossi, rdossi@semi.org

semiconeuropa.org/smart-transportation-forum
The Largest European Electronics Platform connecting Industry Leaders across the entire Design and Manufacturing Supply Chain

SEMICON Europa will co-locate with productronica in Munich creating the strongest single event for electronics manufacturing in Europe, and broadening the range of attendees across the electronics supply chain.

SEMICON Europa events will expand attendee opportunities to exchange ideas and promote technological progress featuring the most advanced and innovative electronics manufacturing platform in Europe.

KEY FACTS

30% visitors represent engineering job functions
75% involved in purchasing decisions
35% are executives and senior managers
9,220 visitors from 85 countries registered in 2018